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FADE IN:


01  [S.B.] C.U. J'EFF - EXT. - DAY - DESERT - (YELLOWISH/ORANGE FILTER) 

A scrubby-looking man (J'EFF) is digging a new hole in a field already littered with smoking holes. A subtitle 

appears, it tells us that we're on THIMBLE III.


PAN SLOWLY UP THE SIDE OF A NEARBY DUNE BRINGING ITS TOP TO THE MIDDLE OF THE FRAME.


A man stands at the top of the dune, his white and beige robes flowing in the desert wind. It is SYDBURN.


02 [S.B.] FULL J'EFF 

He stops his digging and stares momentarily at the stranger. Then he turns and runs into the b.g., grabs a 

long, menacing-looking, rod-like weapon and comes back into the f.g.. Frantic, he reaches into a small side 

pouch of pebbles and begins spilling them into the weapon. Most of the small rocks drop to the sand while 

some roll through the gun and exit the front of the barrel. He doesn't notice.


03 LONG OF DUNE AND J'EFF REAR 

SYDBURN 
(Approaching J'Eff from the b.g.)


CLOSE TO A FULL TWO SHOT


I had thought weapons were banned on Thimble III.


J'EFF 
(Nervous, weapon raised.)


I...uh...found it under a cactus.
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SYDBURN 
(Smiling and slowly moving in on J'Eff.)


You wouldn't shoot little old me over a  a field of worthless, smoking holes. What use could you possibly have 
for it?


04 MED. ON J'EFF - SYDBURN JUST O.C.: FRONT 

J'EFF 
(Serious and indignant.)


I could turn it into a theme miniature golf course.


SYDBURN COME ON CAMERA INTO THE EXTREME F.G.


SYDBURN 
(Without missing a beat.)


You look pained.


J'EFF 
(Lowering his gun and flexing his fingers.)


Arthritis. It comes and goes.


SYDBURN 
Let me help you,


(Short Pause)


with your pain.


(Heavy heartbeat sounds. Moving closer to J'Eff and raising his hand to J'Eff's face.)


This...is your life.


PULL BACK AND PAN SIDE TO WIDE OF OCEAN.


FADE OUT:


A FIELD OF STARS


MUSIC AND TITLES
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SMIRK 
(Voice Over.)


QUICK CUT IN:


05 MED. - EXT. - DAY - 90˚ ON SMIRK CLIMBING 

SMIRK is struggling to get hand and foot holds on the rock. Several beats pass while he climbs. Slowly we 

begin to hear the approaching sound of boots on rock.


WIDEN TO INCLUDE STUNNE @ RIGHT ANGLE TO SMIRK (VERTICAL)


STUNNE stops and looks at Smirk.


STUNNE 
Captain, I was under the impression you were going mountain climbing.


BEGIN TILT BRINGING STUNNE VERTICAL AS DIALOGUE:


SMIRK 
(Still concentrating on the rock.)


Dammit, Stunne, I'm too old for that nonsense! Besides, I SAID "rock climbing" not "mountain climbing." You 
really must learn to distinguish.


STUNNE 
Apparently.


SMIRK 
(Getting irritated.)


So what do you want? Can't you see I'm busy?


STUNNE 
Doctor Hatfield was worried.


SMIRK 
So what else is new?


06 LONG WIDE OF ROCK 

HATFIELD bursts into view running toward the rock shouting about Smirk "playing games in the dirt."
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CUT TO:


07 WIDE OF SYDBURN'S ARMY MASSING AT THE BASE OF A DUNE - EXT. - DAY 

Sydburn emerges from the crowd of FOLLOWERS. J'Eff comes up to him and together they walk into the far 

f.g..


SYDBURN 
Are our forces ready?


J'Eff nods.


SYDBURN 
Very well, then it's time to take the city.


(Walks o.c..)


J'EFF 
(With a slightly confused expression and muttering quietly to himself.)


Where?


CUT TO:


08 [S.B.] C.U. UTOPIAN - DAY - EXT: UTOPIA CITY 

The UTOPIAN is working with some trivial device. Everything is calm and occasionally a fellow city-dweller 

passes and they exchange greetings. Suddenly, chaos. shouts and weapon blasts in the distance.


PAN SIDE AND PULL BACK TO WIDE OF CITY AND DUNE IN B.G.


The Utopian is in the extreme f.g.. He drops the device and rushes into a nearby dome tent, mumbling 

something about warning Starfleet.


09 MED. ON DOME TENT DOOR - INT. - DAY 

The Utopian rushes into the tent and drops to his knees before a small ordinary table covered with a loose 

array of electronic devices and wires.


PULL BACK TO REAR OF TRANSMITTER ON DOOR
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Frantic people run past the door. Shouts and weapon blasts from outside. He makes motions as though 

activating the transmitter.


UTOPIAN 
(Making quick glances over his shoulder at the chaos outside.)


Mayday! Emergency at Utopia City, Thimble III. Send help...anyone...


A shout from the door as two of Sydburn's men block the entrance, weapons trained on the Utopian.


WIPE TO:


10 [S.B.] ESTABLISHING SHOT - LONG WIDE OF CAMPSITE (HIGH SHOT) - EXT: FOREST - NIGHT 

We view the campsite from a high position. Looking down, we see Smirk, Stunne and Hatfield sitting around a 

campfire over which stands a tripod. Hatfield is loudly and obnoxiously blowing a whistle.


11 WIDE OF CAMPSITE 

SMIRK 
(Leaning in to silence Hatfield.)


Shut up, Bones!


Hatfield shrugs and flings the whistle into the air. It lands in the pot over the fire while he's looking at Smirk 

(on the left with Stunne to Hatfield's right.) We see that Smirk is wearing a white T-shirt with black lettering 

that we can't read because it's obscured by the red flannel shirt he is wearing over it.


(Leaning in again to peer into the pot.)


So what's cooking, Doc?


12 C.U. HATFIELD - TRIPOD AND POT OVER FIRE IN EXTREME F.G. 

He grabs a ladle from somewhere o.c. and proceeds to reach into the pot with his bare hand, holding the 

utensil in the air with the other.


HATFIELD 
(Pulling out a handful of wet, dripping spaghetti noodles.)


Spaghetti tonight, Jim.
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HATFIELD (continued) 

(He tosses the noodles over his shoulder.)


13 C.U. SMIRK - OVER FIRE 

Smirk leans back and claps his hands, rubbing them together.


SMIRK 
Mmmm, looks good, Bones.


(no beat.)


You know, I've always wondered exactly what it is that keeps the three of us together?


14 WIDE OF CAMPSITE 

Stunne leans forward slightly.


STUNNE 
It is possible...


15 C.U. STUNNE 

STUNNE (continued) 

(Continuing)


...that we may be joined somehow through various mental links.


16 MED. HATFIELD 

He leans forward on the log he's sitting on.


HATFIELD 
(Making a dismissive gesture in the direction of Stunne.)


Ah, Stunne, that's stupid!


PULL BACK TO WIDE OF CAMPSITE


SMIRK 
Actually, Bones, Stunne may have something here.
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STUNNE 
(To Smirk.)


Indeed.


(To a stubborn Hatfield.)


For example: the Captain and I may have some form of mental link as a result of our numerous past mind-
melds. You, Doctor, and I may share some rudimentary link resulting from my Katra and the re-fusion.


HATFIELD 
(Looking between Smirk and Stunne. He gestures dismissively again.)


I still think the whole thing is...


(He raises a hand.)


Excuse me.


(Starts making sneezing motions.)


Ah, ah, ah-


STUNNE 
(Passive.)


-choo.


Smirk, surprised, straightens while Hatfield and Stunne stare at each other for several beats of stunned 

silence.


ALL THREE 
(In unison.)


Naaaaaaaaaahhh!


17 C.U. SMIRK 

SMIRK 
(Grinning slightly.)


Well, anyhow, you know, I remember sitting around the portable camp-stove with my family as I was growing 
up.
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18 WIDE OF CAMPSITE - ANOTHER ANGLE 

Smirk makes expansive gestures as he tells his story.


SMIRK 
You see, we lived in the city and the nearest forrest was thousands of kilometers away. so when it began to 
get dark outside, Dad would crank up the old camp-stove in the middle of the living room. Then we'd camp 

out on the floor around it and tell ghost stories bathed in the blue glow of the burners.


19 C.U. SMIRK 

SMIRK 
In the morning, we'd have to crawl around the safe air zone close to the floor and open all the windows to let 

the fumes escape.


(Suddenly serious.)


We had to stop camping like that when we realized it was killing the pet birds.


20 TWO SHOT: SMIRK AND HATFIELD 

HATFIELD 
How many did you have, Jim?


SMIRK 
(A long pause.)


As I recall we went through 22 of the little buggers before we knew what was killing 'em.


(Another pause then he chuckles to himself and smiles.)


Boy did we feel stupid.


21 MED. LOW ON STUNNE 

Stunne reaches down and unclips a strange, grey device from his belt. He fools with it momentarily eventually 

producing a large, fluffy marshmallow. He begins to wedge it onto the end of a stick.


HATFIELD (V.O.) 
Say, Stunne...


Stunne looks up.
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22 MED. LOW ON HATFIELD 

HATFIELD 
(Continuing.)


...where'd you get that nifty, space-age marshmallow dispenser?


23 MED. LOW ON STUNNE 

STUNNE 
(Withdrawing a crumpled plastic bag from his front shirt pocket.)


By collecting proofs of purchase, Doctor.


24 WIDE OF CAMPSITE 

STUNNE 
Prior to leaving the ship, I studied the traditions of the typical campfire. According to the computer, we begin 

by toasting these marshmallows.


(He dispenses another and gives it to Smirk.)


25 TWO SHOT: STUNNE AND HATFIELD 

HATFIELD 
(Playing dumb with Stunne.)


So, uh, what does it say we do after the, uh, toasting?


(He takes a marshmallow from a hand extending between him and Stunne even though both of Stunne's 
hands are in plain view holding the dispenser. He doesn't notice.)


STUNNE 
Afterwards it is required that we sing a brief musical piece consisting of pointless lyrics.


26 WIDE OF CAMPSITE - ANOTHER ANGLE 

STUNNE 
It did not specify any particular tune.


SMIRK 
How about..."Jack and Jill"?
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The threesome contemplate this for a moment in silence then disagree in unison with waving hands and 

shaking heads.


STUNNE 
(After several beats.)


"Row, row, row your boat"?


A longer pause while they consider this choice.


ALL THREE 
Naaaaaaaahhh!


Another pause.


HATFIELD 
How about, in honor of my historic cooking, we sing "On Top of Spaghetti"?


A slight pause then they all nod in agreement.


STUNNE 
Logical.


SMIRK 
Sounds good, why don't you start us off, Bones?


27 WIDE OF CAMPSITE 

HATFIELD 
Ok.


(Long pause.)


You know, I...I can't seem to remember any of the words. Do either of you?


Looks of dismay from Smirk and Stunne and another, longer period of silence.


Well it was a stupid idea anyhow! Why don't we all just hit the hay.


SMIRK 
Good idea.


They each begin preparing to turn in for the night.
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DISSOLVE TO:


28 WIDE OF CAMPSITE - ANOTHER ANGLE - EXT. (FOREST) - NIGHT 

It is later that night. Moonlight filters through the trees onto the trio sleeping around the still blazing fire. SPFX: 

a brief series of electronic beepsThere is no response from any of them. Someone is snoring.


29 [S.B.] C.U. COMMUNICATOR - HIGH SHOT 

The small device lays open on the ground by the fire, its tiny LED's flashing insistently. Another series of 

sounds.


30 WIDE OF CAMPSITE 

No response. The sounds repeat followed by TOYOTA's voice.


TOYOTA (V.O.) 
(Filtered.)


HEY!


Smirk, Stunne and Hatfield jerk awake abruptly, sitting straight up and looking around frantically.


Come on, wake up down there!


More electronic sounds.


Hellooooooooooo.


Smirk, finally realizing where the sound is coming from, grabs the open communicator.


SMIRK 
Dammit what?!


TOYOTA (V.O.) 
(Filtered.)


We've received a priority signal from Starfleet Command.


Stunne and Hatfield get up and begin packing their things.
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SMIRK 
(Looking dismayed.)


Very well, beam us up when I give the signal.


(He flips the device closed and begins shoving his things into a duffel bag.)


Isn't it always this way?


STUNNE 
Not always, Captain.


SMIRK 
(Waving his hand.)


Well, most of the time.


STUNNE 
Actually only 18% of-


SMIRK 
(Glaring at Stunne while Hatfield, off to the side, finishes packing.)


All right! Let's just finish up here and get to the ship.


Finished packing, Hatfield looks down and only now notices that the fire is still burning.


HATFIELD 
(Gesturing at the fire.)


What about the fire, Jim?


31 TWO SHOT: SMIRK AND STUNNE 

SMIRK 
(He shrugs, confused.)


Well, the camp-stove at home used to always just run out of fuel by morning...so I suppose it's ok if we just 
leave it.


(He smiles knowingly and pulls out the communicator.)


Hatfield seems satisfied with Smirk's suggestion but Stunne looks as though he's about to say something 

when Smirk flips open the device in his hand.
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SMIRK (continued) 

Shotty, beam us up.


CUT TO:


32 MED. ON LIFT - INT.: BRIDGE 

We hear the sounds of total chaos: things being dropped, people giving orders, etc.. The lift doors part then 

suddenly close again and we hear a dull thud on the other side. The doors re-open and Smirk is standing just 

inside, rubbing his nose. Smirk, Stunne and Hatfield walk onto the bridge, relieved of their burdenous duffel 

bags but still clad in their camping clothes.


SMIRK 
(Quietly, rubbing his nose.)


I hate that.


33 WIDE OF BRIDGE TOWARD SCREEN 

A scene of total chaos and disorganization. Uniformed people everywhere, cables dangling from the ceiling, 

covering the floor and protruding from half-lit consoles. A CREWMAN carrying a bundle of tools and 

equipment suddenly trips over a some cables and there is a loud crash as the bridge is plunged into total 

darkness. There is a jumble of comments, slurs and groans and soon the lights blink back on and things 

resume. A man in coveralls stands on the opposite side of the view-screen making circular motions with a rag 

in his hand and spray bottle hooked onto his belt. Smirk, Stunne and Hatfield come forward to stand in the 

extreme f.g., observing the scene.


34 WIDE OF BRIDGE REAR INCL. COMMAND CHAIR 

HATFIELD 
(Crossing his arms.)


Well, Jim, so ends another shore leave.
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35 TWO SHOT: SMIRK AND HATFIELD - FACING REAR 

Smirk sighs with his hands on his hips, looking o.c. toward the view-screen. Hatfield is in the immediate b.g. 

just behind Smirk.


SMIRK 
(Sighs.)


How true, Bones.


Hatfield begins sniffing in the air while the bustle of activity continues: people going into and coming out of 

the open-doored lift and just generally milling about with handfuls of cables and trinkets. His sniffing leads to 

Smirk.


HATFIELD 
(His nose scrunched.)


You could use a shower, Jim.


36 TIGHT TWO SHOT: SMIRK AND HATFIELD - FACING FRONT 

Smirk turns slightly to Hatfield, frowning minutely.


SMIRK 
I didn't ask.


37 MED. ON COMMUNICATIONS CONSOLE AND TOYOTA SITTING 

She turns from the console and gestures toward the view-screen.


TOYOTA 
Admiral Bennett has been waiting, sir.


SMIRK (V.O.) 
Thank you, put him on.


38 FULL ON VIEW-SCREEN 

BENNETT walks on from the left.Behind him is a large, ornate Starfleet emblem. He is an older gentleman 

clad in a prestigious uniform bristling with awards and rank pins.
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SMIRK (V.O.) 
Harvey!


BENNETT 
(Suppressing a rueful grin.)


Smirk old pal. Hate to cancel your leave but we have a problem on Thimble III.


39 MED. SMIRK 

The bridge crew is quiet and everyone at all the stations begins watching the exchange between Smirk and 

the Admiral, looking back and forth in turn. We can also finally see the wording on Smirk's T-shirt: "Go Crawl 

On The Floor."


SMIRK 
Dune? What kind of a problem?


40 MED. SCREEN 

BENNETT 
The population is revolting.


41 MED. LOW SMIRK 

SMIRK 
(Completely serious.)


Yes, that's what I've heard. But this is no time for generalizations, what the problem?


42 MED. SCREEN 

BENNETT 
(Not registering Smirk's comment.)


This IS the problem. At 1600 hours, we received the following message:


(He pulls a crumpled and folded paper out of his uniform pocket.)


"Mayday. Emergency at Utopia City, Thimble III. Send help...anyone."


(He re-folds and pockets the paper.)
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BENNETT (continued) 

We can only assume that the citizens of Thimble III are being led in revolt by an unknown insane troublemaker 
bent on bringing the Federation to its knees and plunging the galaxy into centuries of destructive chaos.


43 WIDE OF BRIDGE - BENNETT'S P.O.V. 

All the crew is looking forward.


SMIRK 
Ah. I see.


(Long, thoughtful pause.)


But surely you could send another ship.


44 MED. SCREEN 

BENNETT 
Sorry, Jim.


(Wide smile.)


The Runnerup's the only ship in the area.


45 MED. SMIRK 

He sits in the command chair.


CAMERA FOLLOW


SMIRK 
Only ship in the...? But, sir, Thimble III is 45 light-years from here!


BENNETT (V.O.) 
(An edge to his voice indicating impatience.)


Your point, Captain?


SMIRK 
(Rendered complacent by Bennett's tone.)


Nothing...just an observation.


(Beat.)
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SMIRK (continued) 

But, uh, Admiral...as you can maybe see, the Runnerup is hardly in the condition to leave orbit much less 
make it out to Thimble III.


46 MED. SCREEN 

Bennett suddenly becomes infuriated.


BENNETT 
(Leveling a finger at Smirk.)


Listen, Smirk! Here's the universe falling apart and you're whining "my ship doesn't work!"


(Beat.)


Now you'd better get that ship of yours out of here pronto!


(Dramatic pause.)


Unless of course you have some time on your hands. In that case maybe I could tell your crew some stories 
about the Aldeberan Conference last year...


47 C.U. SMIRK 

A look of horror descends over Smirk's face.


BENNETT (V.O.) 
...maybe show them some, um, photos?


48 MED. LOW SMIRK 

Smirk jumps up.


SMIRK 
(Checking his nonexistent watch.)


That ok! Gotta go!


The crew groans.
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49 WIDE BRIDGE FACING REAR 

Everyone on the bridge is staring at Smirk expectantly as he stands in the middle of the bridge, the picture of 

enthusiasm.


SMIRK 
(Apologetic.)


It's nothing interesting...


(A little more desperate.)


...really...


(Hostile now.)


...BACK TO WORK!


50 MED. TOYOTA AT STATION 

TOYOTA 
Transmission broken, sir.


51 FULL SMIRK - FACING SCREEN (blank) 

He walks over to Stunne who has been standing quietly over to the side at his console.


SMIRK 
Stunne, could you play the tape of the terrorist's demands?


STUNNE 
We don't have a tape, sir.


SMIRK 
No tape?


STUNNE 
No, sir.


SMIRK 
Then what do we have?
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STUNNE 
(He produces a folded grouping of papers.)


A pamphlet, sir.


Hatfield, previously o.c., comes to stand facing the camera with his hands behind his back.


HATFIELD 
A pamphlet? Damn it, Jim, what kind of terrorist organization sends out pamphlets?


STUNNE 
The "Happy Times Terrorist Corps" does, apparently.


(He holds up the pamphlet.)


52 [S.B.] C.U. PAMPHLET 

Stunne holds up the pamphlet on which, in big, bold lettering, says:


HAPPY-TIMES TERRORIST CORPS


Demands: What You Should Know


53 FULL THREE SHOT FACING SCREEN 

Smirk takes the pamphlet from Stunne, leafs through it for a moment then hands it back.


SMIRK 
Ah, I'll read it later.


54 MED. COMMAND CHAIR. 

Smirk comes up to the arm of the chair and clicks down one of the several buttons.


SMIRK 
Mr. Shott.


SHOTT (V.O.) 
(Filtered.)


Aye, sir.
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SMIRK 
I need warp power, we're heading for Thimble III.


SHOTT (V.O.) 
(Filtered.)


Aye, sir.


(A click noise.)


Aye, sir.


(Click.)


Aye, sir.


Smirk presses the button again then sits in the chair. A female ENSIGN comes up from o.c. and hands him a 

clipboard and pen. He begins to write.


SMIRK (V.O.) 
Captain's Log: We're on our way-


His pen begins to run out.


We're...on...our...way. Waaaaayy.


He starts scribbling in large circles trying to reactivate the pen. After several moments he gives up.


Damn.


He hands it back to the waiting Ensign who takes it and walks back o.c.. 

WIPE TO:


55 WIDE OF BRIDGE FROM SCREEN FACING REAR 

Smirk sits, bored - thumbs twiddling - in the command chair while everyone else seems equally bored. 

Stunne is counting his fingers, mouthing the numbers as he counts. CHICKLET sits at the navigation console, 

spinning a small red top.


  SPFX: electronic telephone noises from Toyota's console. Everyone jumps. Toyota turns from the station to 

face Smirk.
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TOYOTA 
Captain, incoming message from the U.S.S. Pequad.


56 C.U. SMIRK 

SMIRK 
Patch it through.


AHAB (V.O.) 
(Filtered.)


Have ye seen the great white?


Smirk looks mildly confused.


SMIRK 
Uh...don't think so.


AHAB (V.O.) 
(Filtered.)


Blast!


57 C.U. TOYOTA 

TOYOTA 
Message ends.


58 [S.B.] MED. SMIRK IN COMMAND CHAIR 

He shrugs.


CUT TO:


59 [S.B.] ESTABLISHING SHOT - LONG WIDE OF THIMBLE III OPEN DESERT - EXT. - DAY 

There is the flash of the transporter effect and Smirk, Stunne, Hatfield, TOUCHE and Chicklet appear in the 

picture facing the camera. Far in the distant b.g. stands Utopia City, they turn.
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60 FULL LANDING PARTY 

All of them stand facing o.c. looking at the city in the distance.


SMIRK 
(Shading his eyes with his hand.)


Is that Utopia?


STUNNE 
Yes, sir.


SMIRK 
Wow! How long do you think it would take to walk there?


STUNNE 
(Sarcastically.)


Oh...HOURS.


61 TWO SHOT: SMIRK & STUNNE 

Dismayed, Smirk reaches around and pulls out a communicator.


SMIRK 
(To Stunne.)


We don't have hours.


(Flipping the device open.)


Shotty, beam us up!


SHOTT (V.O.) 
(Filtered.)


The transporter jus wen down, sir, but ah thenk ah ken jury-rig sumthin'.


SMIRK 
Anything, Mr. Shott.


SPFX: a soft rattling noise, steadily becoming louder.


WIDEN TO INCL. REST OF LANDING PARTY (IN B.G.)
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SMIRK (continued) 

Well, Shotty?


SHOTT (V.O.) 
(Filtered.)


Have patience, Captain, it's a comin'.


Smirk closes the communicator. The rattling grows steadily louder. Suddenly a rope ladder drops down 

between Smirk and Stunne. Everyone in the landing party follows the ladder high up into the sky. They look 

higher and higher.


SMIRK 
(Still looking up.)


Well, Stunne, what do you think?


STUNNE 
(Also looking up.)


Unwise.


A long pause then Smirk flips the communicator open again.


SMIRK 
Uh, Shotty...


(Looks to Stunne who nods.)


...I think we'll walk.


DISSOLVE TO:


62 FULL LANDING PARTY 

The crew of the Runnerup creeps along the outer perimeter of Utopia City. They stop for a moment and 

Touche walks up to beside Smirk.


TOUCHE 
So what's the plan, Captain?
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63 TWO SHOT: SMIRK & TOUCHE - OTHERS VISIBLE IN NEAR B.G. 

SMIRK 
(Voice slightly raised.)


First, men, phasers on stun.


In the background, all the members of the landing party turn and point their weapons directly at Stunne who 

is overcome by a sudden look of defeat. Chicklet snatches the phaser from Stunne's hand and throws it 

forcefully to the ground.


64 MED. SMIRK - LANDING PARTY P.O.V. 

He swings around and throws a disapproving glare at the rest of the group.


SMIRK 
Hey now, no time for levity. Let's move.


65 [S.B.] WIDE LANDING PARTY 

Again they form a ramshackle single-file line with Smirk in the lead followed by Stunne, Chicklet, Touche and 

Hatfield. They near a small grouping of tents and begin to go around the first of them.


66 DOLLY IN TO MED. TENT 

As the camera closes on the tent, our party comes in from camera right. At the same time, Sydburn (dressed 

the same as in the opening scenes) come around the other side of the tent carrying a bundle of sticks and 

collides with Smirk. Sydburn's load falls to the ground.


SMIRK 
(Not seeing who he ran into, bending over.)


Oh, I'm terribly sorry. Here let me-


Sydburn ignores Smirk, picking up the fallen branches, and stares directly at Stunne in the extreme f.g. 

Recognition and a look of shock cross his face.


SYDBURN 
Stunne!
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SYDBURN (continued) 

Smirk straightens up and looks between Sydburn and Stunne several times.


Stunne...my long lost brother!


SMIRK 
(Confused.)


You know this man?


SYDBURN 
(Ignoring Smirk.)


It's me...Sydburn!


67 ANOTHER MED. ANGLE 

STUNNE 
In answer to your question, Captain, I do know him.


SYDBURN 
(Jovial.)


He's my brother!


Long pause.


SMIRK 
Oh.


Another long pause.


SYDBURN 
(To Smirk.)


Captain.


(Big smile.)


I'm glad that you and your men could come. But I'm afraid I'm going to have to take your ship.


68 C.U. SMIRK 

He pauses for a moment as though seriously considering the request then breaks into total sarcasm.
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SMIRK 
Sure! Go right ahead, it's yours! Be my guest.


CUT TO:


69 MED. LOUNGE DOOR - INT. 

Hanging down over the doors is a thick chain with a big padlock in the middle.


HATFIELD (V.O.) 
(Muttering quietly to himself about Smirk's handling of the situation.)


Insufferable irresponsibility...negligence... of all the stupid things to say...


DOLLY BACK & PAN LEFT TO WIDE OF LOUNGE


Smirk and Stunne sit at opposite ends of the Baseki Ball table, Smirk rolls a red ball back and forth while 

Stunne sits unmoving, staring at the ceiling and Hatfield continues his tirade, pacing to and fro on the far side 

of the game table.


CUT TO:


70 WIDE BRIDGE REAR INCL. COMMAND CHAIR - INT. 

Sydburn comes on camera left looking o.c. at the view-screen. N.d. crew-members, all staring toward the 

screen absently stand in the b.g..


SYDBURN 
Helmsman, plot a course for the center of the galaxy.


ZOOM OUT  TO INCL. TOUCHE & CHICKLET AT STATIONS


TOUCHE 
(Looking as though in a trance.)


Aye, sir, center of the galaxy.


J'Eff comes in from the lift and stands to the immediate left of Sydburn. He too looks forward toward the 

screen.
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SYDBURN 
(Turning and grabbing J'Eff by the shoulders.)


Well, we're on our way.


(He looks again to the screen.)


Now to deal with the Captain.


CUT TO:


71 [S.B.] FULL LOUNGE DOORS - INT. 

Through the twin windows of the doors we see Sydburn and J'Eff out in the corridor. The left-hand door slides 

noisily open and they duck under the chain with padlock and enter the room. The door slides loudly shut 

behind them.


72 WIDE LOUNGE - DOORS CAM. LEFT 

Smirk and Stunne rise and move toward the camera end of the room while Sydburn and J'Eff stand at the 

other end.


SMIRK 
Where are you taking my ship?


SYDBURN 
(Pointing with arm fully extended.)


That way.


SMIRK 
That's not what I meant.


73 MED. SYDBURN & J'EFF 

SYDBURN 
I'm taking us all to see God.
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74 MED. HATFIELD 

HATFIELD 
(Sarcastic.)


Oh I suppose he won't mind if we all just drop in?


SYDBURN (V.O.) 
He's expecting me. We spoke in my dreams.


HATFIELD 
Oh. Of course.


75 WIDE LOUNGE 

Smirk, Stunne and Hatfield on the left, Sydburn and J'Eff on the right. Smirk leans forward and bends over to 

put his hands on the table then stares at Sydburn.


SMIRK 
Where exactly is God?


SYDBURN 
(Reverentially.)


The center of the galaxy.


Smirk, shocked, stands straight and crosses the room, going around the table, to confront Sydburn.


SMIRK 
You're insane!


76 TWO SHOT: SMIRK & SYDBURN 

Smirk (f.g.) grabs the front of Sydburn's (b.g.) robes, about to get violent. Then he lets go, seeming slightly 

defeated. Sydburn smiles.


SYDBURN 
I'd love to bend you to my will.


Smirk steps back ever so slightly.
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SMIRK 
(Defiant.)


Never!


A look of inspiration from Sydburn.


SYDBURN 
How about a deal, Captain?


SMIRK 
(Suspicious.)


What kind of a deal?


DOLLY BACK & PAN LEFT TO FOLLOW SYDBURN & INCL. TABLE


Sydburn, deep in thought, begins to slowly pace the area of the far side of the game table, sliding his hand 

along the fake-wood edge. He stops and leans against the table.


SYDBURN 
(Waving a hand over the table.)


One game, winner take all. I win, we see God. You win, we turn around and head back to Thimble III.


77 MED. SMIRK 

Smirk seems wary of Sydburn's idea.


SMIRK 
(Walking forward slightly.)


How do I know you'll keep your word?


78 [S.B.] MED. SYDBURN - SMIRK'S P.O.V. 

Sydburn pulls out a folded piece of paper and holds it up in front of Smirk. We see "CONTRACT" in big, bold 

letters across the top front and the rest of the page is covered with n.d. smaller print.


79 WIDE LOUNGE - DOORS RIGHT 

Smirk steps forward, pulling out a pen.
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SMIRK 
Oh...ok.


Smirk signs then hands Sydburn the pen. He signs with a flourish then folds the contract and places it and 

the pen in his robes.


SYDBURN 
One game of Advanced Jeopardy Baseki Ball.


Sydburn begins to move to the close end of the Baseki Ball table and Smirk goes to the other end, picking up 

the cue on the table.


SMIRK 
(Suddenly cocky.)


I'll have you know...I can beat a Vulcan.


(Indicating Stunne in the ex.f.g.)


80 MED. SYDBURN - DOORS LEFT 

Stunne & Hatfield are in the b.g.. Sydburn reaches into his robs and pulls out a small, black case. He opens it 

on the table.


SYDBURN 
(Withdrawing the three interconnecting rods within and screwing them together.)


And I'll have YOU know, Captain, that I was Tri-Planet Champion.


81 MED. SMIRK 

He turns toward the camera.


SMIRK 
(Quietly.)


Damn!


He turns quickly to face Sydburn (b.g.).


We can't make this 3-D chess, can we?
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SYDBURN 
(Delving the empty black case back into his robe.)


You signed.


SMIRK 
I want a copy.


SYDBURN 
(Putting final twists on his cue.)


Check the mail.


82 WIDE LOUNGE - DOORS REAR 

The table is already set up for play. Sydburn assumes the "red" position and Smirk sits at the "white" end.


SMIRK 
(Extending a hand.)


Red goes first.


Sydburn stands and makes his first shot. It goes right in. He sits. Smirk rises and makes his first shot which 

barely goes anywhere. He sits.


83 [S.B.] MED. SYDBURN 

Sydburn allows himself a grin over Smirk's failure then contemplates his next move. 

84 [S.B.] C.U. GAME TABLE - APP. ANGLE 

Sydburn's cue comes down and hits one of the red balls, knocking it into perfect position to score.


85 [S.B.] MED. SMIRK 

Smirk is standing, looking down at the table with dismay. he raises his cue.


86 [S.B.] C.U. GAME TABLE - APP. ANGLE 

Smirk's cue comes down and he shoots. The white ball rolls around a little then comes back to where it was 

before.
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87 MED. SYDBURN 

He smiles again, only this time a little wider.


DOLLY BACK TO INCL. ENTIRE GAME TABLE


He bends over to shoot and knocks his second ball into the red hole.Suddenly:


STUNNE (V.O.) 
(Enthusiastically.)


Good shot!


Sydburn swings around.


88 [S.B.] WIDE LOUNGE - STUNNE'S P.O.V. 

Everyone in the room is looking back at him.


89 C.U. STUNNE 

Once he realizes that everyone in the room is looking at him, he clears his throat loudly and resumes his usual 

stoic composure.


90 [S.B.] MED. SMIRK 

He re-focuses on the game, bends over and makes his shot.


91 [S.B.] C.U. GAME TABLE - APP. ANGLE 

Smirk's ball jumps over two wires and drops neatly into the white hole.


92 [S.B.] MED. SMIRK 

He straightens up, throwing Sydburn (o.c.) a cocky glare.


93 [S.B.] MED. LOW SYDBURN INCL. GAME TABLE 

He shoots and misses. Straightening up, his expression is sullen.
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94 [S.B.] MED. SMIRK 

Smirk moves closer to the table to get a better shot.


PAN FOLLOW


He aims, shoots and another white ball goes in. Smirk walks around the table, going behind Sydburn, blowing 

on the end of his cue.


PAN FOLLOW TO:


95 [S.B.] MED. SYDBURN 

Sydburn stands rigidly for a moment then bends over, raising his cue.


96 [S.B.] C.U. RED HOLE 

Sydburn's red ball flies over the barrier wire and spins into the hole.


97 [S.B.] MED. SMIRK 

Smirk, hunched over the table with his cue, take aim and fire his ball.


98 [S.B.] C.U. WHITE HOLE 

His ball drops straight in.


99 WIDE LOUNGE - DOORS LEFT 

Sydburn (b.g.) raises his cue and looks at Smirk (f.g.), nodding slightly.


SYDBURN 
You indeed are good, Captain.


(Beat.)


But not good enough.


He aims, shoots and misses. Sydburn straightens with a deep frown.
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100 MED. SMIRK 

SMIRK 
Possibly, Sydburn. Possibly...


Smirk aims and shoots.


101 [S.B.] EX.C.U. WHITE HOLE 

Smirk's ball approaches the hole slowly, teetering on the very edge. Finally it drops in. SPFX: applause and 

whistles.


102 [S.B.] WIDE LOUNGE - DOORS LEFT 

Smirk is in he bowing in the extreme f.g., cue in hand, with a wide smile while Sydburn is being consoled by 

J'Eff.


103 MED. SYDBURN 

J'Eff consoles him for a moment until Smirk approaches.


ZOOM OUT TO TWO SHOT: SMIRK & SYDBURN


SMIRK 
(Extending a hand for the contract.)


Ok, Sydburn, a deal's a deal. We head back to-


Smirk is suddenly interrupted by the whistle of the ship's intercom followed by the voice of Touche.


TOUCHE (V.0.) 
(Filtered.)


Sydburn, we have penetrated the force barrier and are in sight of the center of the galaxy...


(Beat.)


...rather anticlimactic is you ask me.


104 TWO SHOT: SYDBURN & J'EFF 

Sydburn ignores Touche's end comment then grabs J'Eff by the shoulders, ecstatic.
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SYDBURN 
We made it, J'Eff. We've found God!


SMIRK (V.O.) 
Wait a minute here. We had a deal.


105 WIDE LOUNGE - DOORS RIGHT 

Sydburn turns to face Smirk, handing J'Eff the contract secretively behind his back.


SYDBURN 
Did we?


SMIRK 
(Slightly disoriented now.)


Well, I signed something...


SYDBURN 
(Without missing a beat.)


I'd like you to beam down with me, gentlemen.


Smirk, Stunne and Hatfield consider this together for a moment as Sydburn looks on.


We can all see God together.


Hatfield groans briefly.


106 WIDE LOUNGE - ANGLE ON DOORS 

SMIRK 
(Hesitantly.)


Very well, Sydburn.


Smirk turns around, goes around the Baseki Ball table toward the cabinet in the corner.


PAN FOLLOW & ZOOM IN TO EX.C.U. SMIRK'S SHOULDER & SHELF


Smirk reaches for a phaser resting on the shelf but Sydburn's hand comes down to rest on his shoulder. 

Smirk stops.
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SYDBURN (V.O.) 
(Reassuringly.)


You won't need that, Captain.


SMIRK 
(Looking up at Sydburn then placing the weapon back on the shelf.)


All right, Sydburn, we'll play by your rules.


He turns back to the shelf and picks up a pamphlet on the front of which is printed: "SYDBURN'S GUIDE TO 

CONFRONTING DEITIES. By Sydburn."


And I want my pen back.


Sydburn's hand lifts off Smirk's shoulder. A moment later it comes back with Smirk's pen. Smirk takes it 

giving Sydburn a dubious look.


WIPE TO:


107 ESTABLISHING SHOT GOD PLANET - EXT. - DAY 

A flash of the transporter and the landing party appears on the surface. Sydburn in the front with Smirk 

directly to his left with Stunne and Hatfield likewise behind. They look about and see that there seems to be 

absolutely nothing around. The planet of God is very similar in appearance to Thimble III: open desolate 

desert as far as the eye can see.


HATFIELD 
So where is he?


SYDBURN 
(Arms outstretched.)


Here. Somewhere.


108 [S.B.] LONG LANDING PARTY 

They continue to look around, searching for God. Suddenly an ordinary-looking guy in dusty jeans and a red 

flannel shirt steps into the ex.f.g. from o.c.. Stunne sees him first, points, and the foursome watch as the man 

makes his way toward them.
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109 FULL LANDING PARTY 

The landing (ex.f.g.) party stands with their backs to the camera, facing the open desert while God makes his 

way toward them, hands in pockets.


GOD 
(Shading his eyes from the sun.)


Good afternoon, gentlemen.


110 MED. SYDBURN 

SYDBURN 
(Opening his arms and speaking with awe.)


We have come to serve God.


111 MED. GOD 

He reaches around and pulls out a small appointment book then flips through it for a moment.


GOD 
(Closing the book.)


Don't seem to have you down.


112 MED. LANDING PARTY 

HATFIELD 
(Glaring at Sydburn.)


I thought we were expected.


Sydburn begins to look uneasy.


113 C.U. GOD 

For the first time we see that there is a name-tag on God's left breast pocket which reads: "Hello, My Name Is 

GOD." He pretends to think for a moment.
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GOD 
Well, since you don't have a reservation, I can only spare a few minutes.


(Beat.)


By the way...how did you all get here?


114 MED. LANDING PARTY 

SYDBURN 
We came in a starship!


Smirk, Stunne and Hatfield wince simultaneously.


115 MED. GOD 

GOD 
(Suddenly alert.)


A starship you say?!


116 C.U. SYDBURN 

SYDBURN 
Big one.


117 MED. GOD - ANOTHER ANGLE 

God has an expression of barely contained delight. He looks toward Sydburn (o.c.), arm outstretched.


180˚ PAN FOLLOW INTO MED. LANDING PARTY & GOD


GOD 
(Putting an arm around Sydburn's shoulder and leading him away from the rest of the group, back the way he 

came.)


Friend. Pal. How 'bout we cut a deal?


SYDBURN 
(Awestruck.)


With God? What kind of a deal?
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REVERSE 180˚ PAN FOLLOW TO WIDE OF DESERT


God and Sydburn retreat into the b.g., God holding Sydburn by the shoulders, occasionally patting him on the 

back, their voices lessening in volume the further they move away.


GOD 
You see, if you let me have the starship, you can live here...


(Makes a sweeping gesture to the surrounding barren expanse of desolate desert.)


...in the land of God...forever!


SYDBURN 
Ooooo, that's a tough one.


118 THREE SHOT: SMIRK, STUNNE & SYDBURN 

The three huddle together in a semi-circle, occasionally glancing over at the other two (o.c.).


HATFIELD 
Wonder what they're talking about.


STUNNE 
Your haircut?


SMIRK 
(Getting sarcastic with Stunne.)


God seemed to become awfully interested when YOUR brother mentioned the ship.


STUNNE 
Well, actually he's only a half bro-


HATFIELD 
(Interrupting Stunne.)


How do we know this is really God anyway?


119 LONG TWO SHOT: GOD & SYDBURN 

God looks up from his continuing conversation with Sydburn.
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GOD 
(Loud.)


You question me?!


120 MED. HATFIELD 

HATFIELD 
(Defiant.)


I question any God who wears plaid.


121 TWO SHOT: GOD & SYDBURN 

God becomes slightly angry while Sydburn slowly takes a step back and sees God in a whole new light.


SYDBURN 
(Now a bit wary of God.)


Saaaaayy...he's right, true deities wear solids.


GOD 
(Slightly flustered.)


Do we have a deal or don't we?


Sydburn looks from the landing party (o.c.) to God several times then begins to slowly edge away from God 

who starts to close on him.


(Harsher.)


Is it a deal?


122 TIGHT TWO SHOT - ANOTHER ANGLE: GOD & SYDBURN 

Sydburn is backing away from God now, heading toward the landing party (still o.c.) as God gets angrier and 

begins to overtake him.


SYDBURN 
(Realizing that this isn't God at all.)


You can't be God!


Sydburn backs o.c., cam.right, bringing God to an ex.c.u.
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123 MED. LANDING PARTY 

Sydburn comes into the ex.f.g., cam.left and backs to the rest of the group. All of them are staring forward at 

God (o.c.).


STUNNE 
(Passively.)


We seem to be in trouble.


SYDBURN 
We've got to get out of here.


God enters the ex.f.g. like Sydburn while the landing party cowers backward.


HATFIELD 
As I recall, you were the one so eager to bring us all here in the first place.


124 TIGHT LANDING PARTY 

They slowly back away from God. Smirk reaches around, pulls out a communicator and flips it open.


SMIRK 
(Holding the open device up to his mouth and speaking quietly.)


Shotty, four to beam up, stand by.


SHOTT (V.O.) 
(Filtered.)


Aye, sir.


HATFIELD 
You have a plan?


SMIRK 
Of course.


STUNNE 
(Without missing a beat.)


He generally does.
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SYDBURN 
Something intellectual and brilliantly deceptive, I suppose.


STUNNE 
Well, I don't know about...


125 FULL LANDING PARTY 

They continue to move back. Suddenly Smirk stops and pretends to notice something on the ground.


God o.c..


SMIRK 
(With a mock look of surprise.)


Hey!


(Pointing down, o.c..)


You dropped a pocket!


126 LOW WIDE: GOD B.G. & LANDING PARTY EX.F.G. 

God suddenly stops and begins to search the ground around his feet. At the same time, Smirk turns toward 

the camera, raising the communicator.


SMIRK 
Now, Shotty!


127 [S.B.] MED. GOD 

He suddenly realized that it is impossible to drop a pocket and instantly looks up and scans the desert in front 

of him.


128 [S.B.] WIDE OPEN DESERT 

The landing party is gone leaving nothing but a jumble of footprints that end abruptly in the sand.


129 MED. GOD 

His shoulders slouch and a large, disappointed frown spreads across his face.
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GOD 
(Snapping his fingers.)


I'll never get off this damn rock!


CUT TO:


130 ESTABLISHING SHOT: WIDE PAN (R-L) HALL - INT. 

The hall is filled with people and tables of food and drinks of various different colors. N.d. Runnerup crew-

members and members of the bridge crew mill about with snacks and drinks, talking with Sydburn's 

followers.


131 MED. SHOTT AND N.D. FOLLOWERS 

Shott is telling a joke, making expansive gestures while his small audience stands listening in complete 

seriousness.


SHOTT 
...then I said, "But Captain, that a magnetic flux inverter!"


Shott bursts into laughter stare at him and each other silently trying to comprehend the joke.


132 APPROPRIATE WIDE ANGLE 

Stunne (left), Smirk (center) and Hatfield (right) stand in a small semi circle while behind them a female crew 

member talks with some n.d. others. Her back is to the camera and Stunne is interestedly eavesdropping on 

her conversation while Smirk & Hatfield talk quietly amongst themselves. Smirk looks up momentarily at the 

sound of Shott having a good laugh.


FEMALE CREW 
(While the others nod sympathetically.)


Little Jimmy just sits in the crib and cries all night! Nothing I do seems to solve the problem. Roger and I 
haven't slept peacefully in three months. I just don't know what to do...


133 CLOSE MED.: FEMALE CREW & STUNNE 

Stunne turns.
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STUNNE 
Try purchasing a small, hand-wound mechanical clock and placing it beneath Jimmy's pillow. This will 

simulate the sound and rhythm of a human heartbeat and hence lull him into an artificial sense of being back 
in the womb. Turning up the heat in the room may also help.


The crew woman just stands there silently for a moment, staring at Stunne with a mild expression of disbelief.


FEMALE CREW 
Oh...thank you...I'll try that.


134 MED.: SMIRK, STUNNE & HATFIELD 

Stunne turns back toward the camera to find that both Smirk and Hatfield are looking at him suspiciously.


SMIRK 
(Quietly.)


I knew it.


In the b.g., the trio of n.d. crew move off and Sydburn comes up from o.c., his arm around the ensign.


ZOOM OUT TO INCL. SYDBURN & ENSIGN


SYDBURN 
Well, Captain, I guess it's about time for me to leave. The ensign here and I have something to do.


ENSIGN 
(Excited.)


We're getting married!


SMIRK 
(Surprised.)


Well congratulations.


135 TWO SHOT: SMIRK & SYDBURN 

With something in his hand that we see only briefly, Sydburn slaps smirk hard on the back.


SYDBURN 
Thank you, Captain. We WILL meet again.
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SMIRK 
(Breathless.)


Of that I am sure.


Sydburn and the ensign turn and quickly exit cam.left.


136 WIDE OVER SNACK TABLE 

Smirk, Stunne & Hatfield enter cam.right and begin to pour themselves drinks. (Smirk is in the center, Stunne 

left and Hatfield right.)


SMIRK 
You know, Stunne, that brother of yours is actually kind of nice.


HATFIELD 
(Without missing a beat.)


Yeah, you could learn from him.


STUNNE 
(Ignoring Hatfield.)


He IS only a half-brother, Captain.


SMIRK 
(Making a dismissive gesture.)


Whatever.


(Beat.)


Come to think of it, I really should be on the bridge.


Smirk turns (on his back we see a sign that reads: "STUN ME" in huge lettering) and is about to walk away 

when Stunne stops him.


STUNNE 
Uh...Captain.


137 MED. SMIRK 

Smirk turns to face Stunne.
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SMIRK 
Stunne?


138 MED. STUNNE 

He pauses for a moment, lost in decision.


STUNNE 
Nothing, sir.


139 WIDE HALL FACING DOORS 

SMIRK 
Well then, let's get back to our mission.


Smirk turns toward the doors again and begins to leave followed - at a distance - by Stunne and Hatfield.


FADE TO BLACK:


SPFX: a phaser blast followed immediately by a sharp thud.


CLOSING MUSIC:


CLOSING TITLES.


THE END.
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